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Abstract  Partially blind signatures allow signers to include some common information (the date of issue, the 

value of electronic coins) negotiated by signers and users. This paper presents an efficient partially blind signatures 
scheme with provable security in the random oracle model. Our scheme uses a public algorithm to evolve the 
public keys and private keys which will be used during the partially blind signatures protocol. In such a manner the 
scheme has the same security as the underlying blind Okamoto-Schnorr signature without bringing out additional 
workload. 
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高效的可证安全的部分盲签名 
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【摘要】部分盲签名通过在最终的签名数据中包含签名者和用户协商一致的公用信息（签名发布日期，电子货币的金额）

来扩展了盲签名的概念。该文在随机预言机模型下提出了一个高效的可证安全的部分盲签名方案，该方案利用一个公开可行

的算法提前计算出将要在随后的部分盲签名协议中用到的公钥和私钥，因此该方案Okamoto-Schnorr盲签名方案具有相同的安
全性，并且不会造成额外的系统开销。       
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1  Introduction 
The concept of digital signatures was invented by 

Ref. [1], and their security was formalized by Ref. [2]. 
Digital signature schemes are essential for electronic 
commerce as they allow one to authorize digital 
documents that are moved across networks. Typically, 
a digital signature comes with not just the document 
body but also attributes such as “date of issue” or 
“valid until”, which may be controlled by the signer 
rather than the receiver. 

Blind signature was introduced by Ref. [3], which 
can provide an anonymity of signed message. Since it 
was introduced, blind signature schemes have been 
used in numerous applications, most prominently in 

anonymous voting and anonymous e-cash, and 
appeared many variants[4-5]. Informally, blind signature 
allows a user to obtain signatures from an authority on 
any document, in such a way that the authority learns 
nothing about the message that is being signed. The 
most important property of blind signature differing 
from the other signatures is blindness, which requires 
that after interacting with various users, the signer is 
not able to link a valid message-signature pair obtained 
by some user, with the protocol session. 

One particular shortcoming of blind signature is 
that, since the singer’s view of the message to be 
signed is completely blocked, the signer has no control 
over the attributes except for those bound by the public 
key. For instance, in a simple electronic cash system, a 
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bank issues a blind signature as an electronic coin. 
Since the bank cannot inscribe the value on the blindly 
issued coins, it has to use different public keys for 
different coin values. Hence the shops and customers 
must always carry a list of those public keys in their 
electronic wallet, which is typically a smart card whose 
memory is very limited.  

The notion of partially blind signatures was 
introduced in[6], a partially blind signature scheme 
allows the signer to explicitly include common 
information such as the value of the e-coins in the 
blind signature under some agreement with the receiver. 
For instance, the signer can attach the date of issue to 
his blind signatures as an attribute. If the signer issues 
a huge number of signatures in a day, including the 
date of issue will not violate anonymity. Accordingly, 
the attributes of the signatures can be decided 
independently from those of the public key. By fixing 
common information to a single string, one can easily 
transform partially blind signature schemes into fully 
blind ones. However, the reverse is not that easy. One 
can now see that partially blind signatures are a 
generalized notion of blind signatures. The notion 
attracts a lot of attentions and has been implemented 
under different assumptions[7-10]. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient partially blind 
signatures with provable security in the random oracle 
model. The scheme is a partially blind Okamoto- 
Schnorr signature. The merit is that, after an efficient 
publicly available generation of public keys, we 
achieve partially blindness from blind signatures 
without introducing additional workload or degrading 
the security of the underlying schemes. 

2  Preliminaries 
2.1  Notations 

A negligible function is a function ( )ε λ  such that 
for all polynomials poly( )λ , 1/ ( ) 1/ poly( )ε λ λ<  
holds for all sufficient large λ . PPT stands for 
probabilistic polynomial-time. KS{x: y = f(x)}(m) 
represents a knowledge signature on message m that is  
transformed from the zero-knowledge proof of a secret 
value x satisfying y = f(x) with the well-known Fiat- 
Shamir transformation. An efficient algorithm A(∗) is a 
probabilistic Turing machine running in expected 

polynomial time. An adversary A is a PPT interactive 
Turing machine. If A(∗) is an efficient algorithm and x 
is an input for A, then A(x) denotes the probability 
space that assigns to a string σ the probability that A, 
on input x, outputs σ. An efficient algorithm is 
deterministic if for every input x, the probability mass 
of A(x) is concentrated on a signed output string σ. For 
a probability space P, x←P denotes the algorithm that 
samples a random element according to P. For a finite 
set X, x←X denotes the algorithm that samples an 
element uniformly at random from X. 
2.2  Definition of Secure Partially Blind Signature 

Scheme 
In this section we recall the definition of a secure 

partially blind signature scheme [11-12]. Note that this 
definition includes that of a secure blind signature 
scheme[13] as a special case where the piece of 
information shared by the signer and user, info, is a 
null string, ⊥ (i.e., info = ⊥). 

Partial Blindness. To define the blindness property, 
let us introduce the following game among adversarial 
signer *S  and two honest users 0U  and 1U . 

(1) Adversary 
* (1 ,info)nS outputs pk and 0( ,m  

1)m . 
(2) Set up the input tapes of 0 1,U U  as follows: 
Randomly select b ∈ {0, 1} and put bm  and 

bm  on the private input tapes of 0U  and 1U , 

respectively ( b  denotes 1 − b hereafter). 
Put (info, pk) on the public input tapes of 0U and 

1U . 
Randomly select the contents of the private 

random tapes. 
(3) Adversary *S  engages in the signature 

issuing protocol with 0U and 1U . 
(4) If 0U and 1U  output valid signatures 

(info, , )b bm σ and (info, , )b bm σ , respectively, then give 

those outputs to *S  in random order. If either 0U and 

1U  outputs a valid signature, (info, , )b bm σ or 
(info, , )b bm σ , then give this output to *S . Give ⊥ 

to *S  otherwise. 
(5) *S  outputs b’∈ {0, 1}. 
The advantage of A is defined by 
Bld
PBS,Adv ( ) 2Pr[ ] 1A b b'λ = = − . 

Definition 1 (Partial Blindness) A PBS scheme 
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satisfies partial blindness, if for any PPT adversary 
signer *S , the function Bld

PBS,Adv ( )S λ  is negligible in 
λ . If *S ’s computational power is unlimited, the 
blindness is unconditional. 

Unforgeability. To define unforgeability, let us 
introduce the following game among adversarial user 

*U and an honest signer S. 
1) (pk, sk) is generated by (1 )nG , pk is put on the 

public input tapes of *U  and S, and sk is put on the 
private input tape of S. 

2) For each run of the signature issuing protocol 
with S, adversary *U  outputs info, which is put on 
the public input tape of S. Then, *U engages in the 
signature issuing protocol with S in a concurrent and 
interleaving way. 

3) For each info, let linfo be the number of 
executions of the signature issuing protocol where S 
outputs completed, given info on its input tape. (For 
info that has never appeared on the input tape of S, 
define info 0l = .) Even when info =⊥ , l⊥  is also 
defined in the same manner. 

4) *U  wins the game if *U output l valid 
signatures 1 1 2 2(info, , ), (info, , ),m s m s , l l(info, , )m s  
for some info such that: (1) i jm m≠  for any pair (i,j) 
with i j≠  (i,j∈{1,2,⋯, l}); (2) infol l> . 

We define unforge
PBSAdv  to be the probability that 

*U  wins the above game, taken over the coin tosses 
made by *U , G and S. 

Definition 2  (Unforgeability) An adversary 
* ( , , )U t qs ε -forges a partially blind signature scheme if 
*U  runs in time at most t, *U  executes at most qs 

times the signature issuing protocol, and unforge
PBSAdv  is 

at least ε . A partially blind signature scheme 
is ( , , )t qs ε -unforgeable if no adversary 

* ( , , )U t qs ε -forges the scheme. 

3  Proposed Partially Blind Signatures 
In this section, we propose our partially blind 

signatures, which is a blind version of knowledge 
proof signature where the signer knows 1

1( )x z −+ and 
1

2 1( )x x z −+  which represent the inverse of the sum of 
Okamoto-Schnorr secret key and the hashed value of 
common information c and the product of 2x and 

1
1( )x z −+  respectively. Hence, we refer to it as 

partially blind inverse-Okamoto-Schnorr signature. It 
can be generalized to suit other signatures derived 

from knowledge proofs of discrete logarithms. 
In the following, we demonstrate the solution to 

transform blind signatures to partially blind signatures 
by linking different public keys with different common 
information. However, we must address the issue to 
generate and manage the exponentially many 
public/private key pairs corresponding to the different 
common information. The trick is to use a publicly 
available deterministic algorithm to evolve the public 
key and allow the signer to evolve its private key 
accordingly. To illustrate this technique, we implement 
this transformation with the known blind Okamoto- 
Schnorr signature [14]. 

Let G be a cyclic group with prime order q, and g, 
h are elements in G of order q. We assume that any 
polynomial-time algorithm solves logg h  in qZ only 
with negligible probability when h is selected 
randomly from G. Let *, : {0, 1}H F → qZ be public 
cryptographic hash functions. Let 1 2, qx x Z∈ be secret 
keys and 1 2x xY g h=  be the corresponding public key, 
the signer and the user first agree on common 
information c in a predetermined way. The signature 
issuing protocol on the user’s blind message m is as 
follows. 

(Key Evolution) The signer computes ( )z = F c , 
zY yg=  as its new public key and set 1X =  

1
1( ) modx z q−+ , 1

2 2 1( ) modX x x z q−= +  accordingly 
as its new private keys. 

(Initialization) The signer randomly selects 
, qt u Z∈ , and sends t ua Y h=  to the user as a 

commitment. 
(Blinding) The user computes z=F(c), Y=ygz. It picks 

random numbers , , qZβ γ δ ∈ , computes aY h gβ γ δα = , 
( || || )H m zε α= , and returns a challenge e = ε−δmodq. 

(Signing) The signer computes 1 modR t eX q= − , 

2 modS u eX q= + , and send the pair (R,S) back. 
(Unblinding) The user first computes R S eY h g to see 

if it equals to a, otherwise the signature issuing protocol 
stops. The user then computes modR qρ β= + , 

modS qσ γ= +  and outputs ( , , )ε ρ σ  as the resulting 
signature on m, and the predetermined common 
information c. 

(Verification) The signature is valid if and only if 
( || || )H Y h g m zρ σ εε =  and ( )z = F c , zY yg= . 
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4  Security 
This section proves the security of our scheme 

assuming the intractability of the discrete logarithm 
problem and ideal randomness of hash functions H and 
F. 

Theorem 1   (Correctness) If the signer and user 
follow the protocol, the output of the user will be 
accepted by the verification algorithm. 

Proof   Note that : 
Y h gρ σ ε = R S eY h gβ γ δ+ + + = 

1 1
1 2 1( ) ( )t e x z u ex x zY h

− −− + + + eg Y h gβ γ δ = 
1 1

1 2 1 2 1( ) ( )( ) .x z x e x z ex x zt u eY g h h h g Y h gβ γ δ− −+ − + + = 
t uY h Y h gβ γ δ = aY h gβ γ δ =α  

It follows that ε = ( || || )H Y h g m zρ σ ε , ( )z = F c . 
The verification holds. 

Theorem 2  (Partially blindness) The above 
partially blind signature is unconditionally blind. 

Proof  It is sufficient to prove that, for any 
view ( , , , , )a e R S c  of the adversary signer *S  and any 
signature pair ( , , , , )e r s m c , there exists a blind factor 
tuple that maps the view and the signature pair. 

For i=0,1, let ( , , , , )i i i ia e R S c  be view of *S  and 
( , , , , )j j j jm cε ρ σ  be two valid partially blind signatures 
from user j=0,1, respectively. Let j iRβ ρ= − , 

j iSγ σ= − , j ieδ ε= − , since i i iR S e
iY h g a=  and the 

signatures are valid, it follows that:  

jε = ( || || )ih a Y h g m zβ γ δ = 
( || || )i i iR S eh Y h g Y h g m zβ γ δ = 

( || || )j i j i j ii i i R S eR S eh Y h g Y h g m zρ σ ε− − − = 
( || || )j j jh Y h g m zρ σ ε  

Hence, given {0,1}j ∈ , 0 0 0 0( , , , , )a e R S c  and 

1 1 1 1( , , , , )a e R S c  have the same relation with 
( , , , , )j j j jm cε ρ σ  defined by the signing protocol. 
Therefore, given a signature ( , , , , )j j j jm cε ρ σ , an 
infinitely powerful adversary signer *S  can guess j 
correctly with probability exactly 1/2. 

Theorem 3  (Unforgeability) In the random 
oracle model, under the DLP assumption, the above 
partially blind signature is (l,l+1)-unforgeable against 
the sequential attack. 

After l interactions with the signer, the adversary 
user *U can not forge a valid signature that the 
common information has never appeared in the 
interactions. Because both sides of the partially blind 

signature use common information c to finish the 
protocol, the signer use c to generate its private signing 
key 1X  and 2X  along with the public verification 
key Y, meanwhile, an honest user use c to calculate Y 
which is used in the user’s part of the protocol. If an 
adversary user *U  replace c in the final signature 
with c’, then the signature received by an verifier will 
be ( , , , , )m c'ε ρ σ .Thus, ( )F c'  and ( )F c'yg  which 
represent z and Y respectively in the verification 
equitation will certainly not satisfy the equation 

( || || )H Y h g m zρ σ εε =  because of the property of 
hash function. Hence, an adversary user *U  can not 
replace the pre-determined common information c with 
c’ which may bring him some advantange.   

For an adversary *U  which outputs l+1 valid 
signature with the same common information c after l 
interactions with the signer, the adversary *U  can be 
directly used to break (l,l+1)-unforgeability of the 
underlying blind Okamoto-Schnorr signature which 
has been proven secure in the random oracle model. 
Therefore, *U  can not do such a thing and our 
scheme also have the (l,l+1)-unforgeability character. 

5  Conclusion 
In this paper, an efficient partially blind signature 

is proposed, which uses publicly deterministic 
algorithm and the pre-determined common information 
to calculate the public key and the corresponding 
private key before the signing and verification protocol 
run. In such a manner, our partially blind signature is 
more efficient than the one proposed by Abe and 
Okamoto. 

As we have seen above, except for an efficient 
additional key evolution procedure with c as the 
common information, our scheme is the same as the 
blind Okamoto-Schnorr signature. Therefore, it enjoys 
the same secure property as the known blind 
Okamoto-Schnorr signature and has all the advantages 
of partially blind signature. The proposed partially 
blind signature scheme can be used in the area of 
E-cash or E-voting efficiently and securely. 
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编  辑  熊思亮 
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(上接第1166页) 

利用(n，k)门限密钥共享体制，认证请求节点仍
可以通过获取其他k个合法节点的私钥分量或证书
分量，完成认证，被攻破的节点不会影响整个系统

的安全性，系统具有较好的入侵容忍性；在较长的

一段时间周期内，有可能大于k个的CA节点被攻破
或俘获而造成系统的不安全，可以利用Proactive方
案周期性更新系统的密钥，从而有效地防止在一定

时间周期内大于k个CA节点被攻击或俘获；证书链
中的节点可能发布虚假证书进行欺骗攻击，方案中

采用了两种方法来抵御这种攻击，一种是证书链认

证的中间节点尽可能选取被分布CA中心或者是门
限CA节点认证的节点，提高单条证书链认证的安全
性。另一种是采用多条证书链，通过计算多条证书

链的合并信任值来降低中间节点欺骗攻击的风险。

对于非CA节点和非证书链中间节点的一般节点，它
的安全性不会影响到整个系统的安全。本方案在提

高认证成功率的同时保证了系统的安全性。 

6  结  论 
在总结分析门限机制方案和证书链方案的优势

和存在的问题基础上，本文提出了混合式密钥管理

方案，方案集成了门限机制和证书链机制，认证时

首先采用门限机制，在门限机制失败时利用证书链

信任值方法来完成认证。仿真结果表明，在增加少

量通信量的情况下，提高了自组网的认证成功率，

同时利用分布式CA和证书链保证了系统的安全性，
较好地平衡了自组网的安全性和认证服务的可用

性，满足自组网应用的安全要求。 
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